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INAUGURALEDITOR'SCOMMENTS
When Gordon Davis, in his role as executive editor, invited me to be the editor-in-chief of MIS Quarterly,
I accepted immediately. Working as the editor-in-chief would allow me to return something to a journal
and an academic field that have given so much to me. I am more than happy to accept the responsibility of continuing the efforts of Blake Ives and Robert Zmud (the preceding two editors-in-chief under
whom I have worked and learned) to secure MIS Quarterly's place among the best research journals in
the academic field of MIS. And at the same time, I am more than happy to be in a position to promote
my own conceptions of our field, the publication process, and the future course of MISQ. In my inaugural editorial statement, I will share the conceptions that will guide me in my three-year tenure as editor-in-chief. I will also announce a new department of the journal-Research Articles (which is a consolidation of the Theory and Research department and the Application department)-as well as review the
remaining existing departments in MISQ and two other MISQ publications accepting contributions from
authors: MISQ Discovery and MISQ Review.

The MISField,the PublicationProcess, and the FutureCourse of
MIS Quarterly
My conception of an information system, which reflects the classic work of many MIS scholars, is thatittt
consists of not just the technology (hardware, software, data, networks) or the social setting (people, business processes, politics, economics, psychology, culture, organization, and management), but also the
rich phenomena that emerge from the interactions between the two (Figure 1). Technology disciplines,
such as computer science and engineering, are already making excellent contributions to our undersame
the time, the social sciences, both inside and outside business
standing of the technology. At
schools, are making excellent contributions to our understanding of the social setting. It is important for
the academic field of MISto add research value, ratherthan only do what other research fields are already
doing. One way of accomplishing this is to place a research focus on the rich phenomena that emerge
whenever the technological and the social come into contact with, react to, and transform each other.
Rigorously researched understandings of the rich, emergent interactions between the two have been, and
should continue to be, among the best contributions that we can offer to the practice of managing information systems on the daily, operational, and strategic levels. Other research foci are, of course, also necessary and desirable, but attending to what makes our research distinct is essential to our prospering as
an academic field.
My conception of an information system also extends to my conception of the research and publication
process (Figure 2). For us as scholars, our knowledge (theories, frameworks, concepts) and our reasoning (positivist, interpretive, critical, and other methods) constitute our technology. And just as information technology interacts with a social setting, our research technology interacts with a social setting
(review procedures, norms, traditions, schools of thought, editors, program chairs, reviewers, authors,
readers, tenure committees, funding agencies). Authors of submitted manuscripts, their reviewers, and
their associate editors may appropriately narrow their attention to the logical and cognitive aspects of
our "technology"; however, senior editors (including the editor-in-chief) find themselves additionally
responsible for anticipating and attending to the administrative and even political dramas that often
emerge in the interactions among the submitted manuscripts, the already existing traditions, and the
human participants in the research-and-publication process. A senior editor's selection of the right
reviewers and an appropriate associate editor for a manuscript requires attention not just to the manuscript's theory and method, but also to the overall social setting of the research (including, among other
things, the schools of thought supportive of or hostile to the manuscript's theory and method).
Sometimes, as a sign that the senior editor has set up the review process for a manuscript successfully,
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the result is that the reviewers and associate editor largely complete the process by themselves, with little additional intervention needed from the senior editor. The irony is that, for a job well done, the
senior editor is sometimes left with little voice in both the unfolding of the review process and the content of the accepted manuscript.
Another irony is that, because 85 to 90 percent of the articles submitted to MIS Quarterly do not end up
being published in it, one can say that MISQ is, in a sense, not really in the business of publishing MIS
research. In practice, MISQ is mostly in the business of providing constructive feedback to authors of the
manuscripts that it does not publish, whether the manuscript is returned to the author immediately or
spends some time in the review process. Based on my experience as an editor for MISQ since 1990, I can
report that the quality of comments from referees and editors has improved steadily. Extensive, multiplepage commentaries (from the senior editor, the associate editor, and typically at least three reviewers) are
common, if not the norm. Author nominations of candidates for reviewers and associate editors, and the
direct submission of manuscripts from authors to their preferredsenior editor, have given authors a sense
of ownership in the review process while also substantially improving the quality of the process. Another
factor serving to improve our "business process" of providing constructive feedback is MISQs practice in
which associate editors rate the performance of reviewers, and the ratings subsequently become available to senior editors when selecting reviewers for new submissions. Exemplarywork as a reviewer can
lead to an invitation to be an associate editor, just as exemplary work as an associate editor can lead to
an invitation to be a senior editor. I see this organizational infrastructureas having enabled a business
process effective not only for publishing the best MIS research, but also for providing excellent feedback
even to authors of rejected manuscripts. Coloring my past work as an associate editor and senior editor,
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and my future work as editor-in-chief, is my sense of responsibility to all authors, including the vast majority whose manuscripts MISQ does not publish.
My conception of the future course for MIS Quarterly is for it to continue in the same directions established by my predecessors, as well as to embark on a few new directions. I laud my predecessors for
developing MISQ into a journal whose research rigor matches that of the top journals in any other
business-school discipline. As it happens, this issue of MISQ includes the first installment (two articles)
of the "Special Issue on Intensive Research in Information Systems: Using Qualitative, Interpretive,and
Case Methods to Study Information Technology," for which the senior editors are M. Lynne Markus
and myself. By publishing research exemplars that spell out and apply criteria by which to judge the
quality of qualitative research, the Special Issue should further entrench MISQ's reputation for research
rigor.
I also laud my predecessors for creating the current organizational structure of six senior editors and 29
associate editors, among whom expertise in all substantive and methodological areas in MIS research are
represented. The structure is held together by strongly shared understandings of the journal's values and
is reinforced by the unrelenting momentum of the procedures hardwired into the electronic (both webbased and e-mail-based) reviewing process. I must also credit my predecessors for the progress, over the
past 10 years, in which the representation of scholars from outside North America on the EditorialBoard
has gone from nothing to 39 percent, while the representation of women has improved from 21 percent
to 25 percent. Also, once seen as a bastion of quantitative and positivist research, MIS Quarterly now
boasts excellent representation from qualitative, interpretive, and case researchers among its associate
and senior editors (where the current editor-in-chief is a qualitative methodologist) and has even given its
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best paperawardto qualitativearticles.I will continuethe progressin achievingdiversityby seekingout
and, as necessary, developing qualified scholars to join our EditorialBoard.

One new futuredirectionis a thrustat betterimbuingrigorousresearchwith the elementof relevanceto
managers,consultants,and other practitioners.As it happens,this thrustis initiatedin this issue of MIS
Quarterlyin the formof the "Issuesand Opinions"articleby IzakBenbasatand RobertZmud,"Empirical
Researchin InformationSystems:the Practiceof Relevance"and additionalcommentaries(by LyndaM.
Applegateand JohnL. King,by ThomasH. Davenportand M. LynneMarkus,by KalleLyytinen,and by
myself), all of which LyndaApplegate has overseen as the senior editor.

Anotherfuturedirection,inspiredby the MISQuarterlyEditorialBoardmeetingheld in Helsinkiduring
Conferenceon InformationSystems,is to establishour academic
the 1998 meetingof the International
MISfield as a "referencediscipline"for otheracademic managementfields.The pleasantironyunderlying this direction is that, two decades ago, the incipient academic MISfield was in search of one or anoth-

er betterestablishedfield to provideguidanceas its "referencediscipline,"but today,the pre-eminence
and criticality of information systems in more and more business functions (such as accounting, finance,

marketing,operations,organizationdesign, business process reengineering,and electroniccommerce),
along with the recognition of the rigor of MIS research, are moving our field to center stage, hence posi-

tioningus to enact ourfield as a centralone to which otherfieldswould be referring.Toachieve this, one
possibilitycould involve MISQ'spursuinga cross-journalspecial issue,with an editorialboardcomposed
of some MISQ editors and some of the editors of another journal (representing accounting, marketing, or
another field), where MISQ would publish two of the articles and the other journal would publish another two; more than one such cross-journal special issue would be needed to represent different fields. A
woudwould be to commission papers on specific
less ambitious but more easily implemented possibility
themes (such as "MISresearch and marketing research" and "MISresearch and organizational research"),
where the commissioned papers would still undergo the standard MISQ review process.

MIS Quarterly Departments, MISQ Discovery, and MISQ Review I will also take advantage of this inaugural editorial statement to clarify the different types of contributions
that MIS Quarterly will consider for possible publication. MISQ accepts contributions of the following
types:1

*
*
*
*

ResearchArticles
Issuesand Opinions
ResearchNotes
ResearchEssays

* MISQ Discovery Articles
* MISQ Review Articles

Thetopicsof all articlesin all departmentsof MISQuarterlymustrelateto the journal'seditorialobjective,
which is the developmentandcommunicationof knowledgeconcerningboththe managementof informationtechnologyandthe useof information
purposes.Adetailed
technologyformanagerialandorganizational
Commentsof June1995.
explanationof thiseditorialobjectivecan be foundin RobertZmud'sEditorial
The reviewprocessgenerallyinvolves,except as noted below, a senioreditor(who could be the editorin-chief),an associateeditor,and reviewers.Additionaldetailedinformationaboutthe mechanicsof the
review process (includingthe nominationof candidatesfor reviewersand associateeditors)is available
A detailedexplanationof the criteriathatthe editorsand
at http://www.misq.org/roadmap/standards.html.
reviewersare likelyto applycan be found in RobertZmud'sEditorialStatementof December1996.
MISQuarterlypublishesnot only unsolicitedmanuscriptsthat authorscontribute,but also certainsolicited manukey issuessurveys,all of which still
scriptssuch as some of the SIMPaperCompetitionwinnersand the MISRC/SIM
undergothe reviewprocess.
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Research Articles
The new Research Articles department is the result of merging, and slightly expanding, the former Theory
and Research department and Application department. All recent articles in the Theory and Research
department and the Application department have come to share two features, which MIS Quarterly is
now requiringof all submissions to the new Research Articles department. Submissions to this department
should:
* Offer a contribution that is sufficiently original and significant so as to warrant a full-length article
for the authors to develop and present their argument.
* Have a strong grounding in theory, whether it is a new theory the authors are advancing or an existing theory the authors are illustrating, testing, refining, challenging, or (in the case of some articles
for an executive audience) simply applying.
Over the past few years, the theory component of articles in the Application department has become as
strong as the theory component of articles in the Theory and Research department. Naturally, there have
been differences in style and emphasis in how articles in the two departments have presented theory and
data. However, these differences in style and emphasis no longer provide sufficient reason to segregate
full-length, theory-based contributions into different categories, especially when there have been some
submissions that did not seem to fit neatly or necessarily into one category or the other. And often, MIS
Quarterly authors and reviewers have been confused by whatever editorial distinctions were offered to
explain the difference between an Application submission and a Theory and Research submission. All
new submissions that would have been previously deemed suitable for the Theory and Research department or the Application department will now be considered for the Research Articles department.
rather than eliminating, the former Theory and
Because the Research Articles department is subsubsuming,
Research department and Application department, previous editorial guidelines about the style and substance of submissions to these two departments can be approached as options that can still be usefully
followed. They can be found in the EditorialStatements of March 1992, March 1993, March 1995, and
December 1996.
The new Research Articles department will also provide a home for "pure theory" submissions, which
would fall into the same genre as the articles appearing in Academy of Management Review. Robert
Zmud provided a detailed explanation of "pure theory" submissions in his editorial statement of June
1998.
In summary, the Research Articles department will publish:
* Articles that are "pure theory"
* Articles that empirically test or illustrate theory
* Articles that apply existing theory
The audience a submission intends to address could be academics, practitioners, or both. A submission
should clearly and prominently make known its intended audience so that the editors, reviewers, and
readers will know how to approach it.
Relevance to MIS Professionals
A hallmark of MIS Quarterly has been the journal's sustained attention to the world of practice. MIS
Quarterly has required both rigor and relevance in the articles it has accepted in the Theory and
Research department and Application department and will continue this requirement for all submissions
to the Research Articles department. Importantly,there is a wide of variety of ways in which an article
can demonstrate its relevance. Some articles, in the genre of applied research, pose research results that
are immediately useable by managers; the article "Ethics and Information Systems: The Corporate
Domain," by H. Jeff Smith and John Hasnas (published in this issue), exemplifies this by presenting
existing theory (from philosophy and ethics) in such a clear manner that executives, managers, and students can grasp and apply their theoretical framework immediately for analyzing ethical issues in prac-
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tice. Other articles, in the genre of basic research, offer only a single step toward an eventual theoretical outcome that executives could directly apply, but are nonetheless careful to draw attention to this

eventual practical utility; for instance, the article "GIS for District-LevelAdministrationin India:

Problems and Opportunities" by Geoff Walsham and Sundeep Sahay (also published in this issue) clearly performs basic research, but still mentions general implications for practice. The diversity of ways in
which an article can demonstrate its relevance reflects the diversity of ways in which scholars believe

that relevance,along with rigor,can be achieved in research;for a good indicationof this diversity,see

the Issues and Opinions article "EmpiricalResearch in Information Systems: The Practice of Relevance"
by Izak Benbasat and Robert Zmud in this issue of MISQ and the respective commentaries accompanying it.

Issues and Opinions
This departmentprovides a forum for the communicationof well-developed, well-articulated,and
provocativepositionstatementsconcerningemerging,paradoxical,or controversialissues in the field of
MIS.It is expected that such articleswould open new areasof discourse,close stale areas,and/oroffer
fresh, insightfulviews on topics of importanceto MIS academiciansand executives. An Issues and
Opinions submission should:
*
*
*
*

Identify the issue(s) in terms that are easy to understand
Provide appropriate conceptual frameworks for the issue
Offer opinions and supportive arguments
Describe the implications of these opinions to research, practice, and/or teaching

All Issuesand Opinions submissionsshould be submittedto the editor-in-chief,who will then serve as
the senior editorfor the submission.Generally,the refereescommentingon these submissionswill be
members of the MIS Quarterly EditorialBoard.

Research Notes
This department provides an outlet for two types of concise contributions. First are commentaries that
relate to a methodological issue (or issues) associated with a published MIS Quarterly article. The connections between a Research Note's content and earlier articles published by MISQ must be made obvi-

ous. In manycases, the ResearchNote may arousecontroversyand encouragedialoguewithinthe field
on an importantmethodologicalissue. Inothercases, the ResearchNote may lead to new researchdirections or approaches. Such commentaries should:
* Address an important methodological issue with broad appeal to the MIS Quarterly readership
* Provide a sufficient advance in knowledge beyond already published papers
* Be as succinct as possible
Second are incremental contributions of an empirical nature on research topics that frequently appear in

MISQuarterly.Generally,incrementalvalidityand/orreliabilitystudieswould not be viewed with favor.
Such commentariesshould:
* Addressan importanttheoreticalissue with broadappealto the MISQuarterlyreadership
* Providea sufficientadvance in knowledgebeyond alreadypublishedpapers
* Be as succinctas possible
All ResearchNotes should give carefulattentionto relevantpriorliterature,to appropriatetheories,and
to rigorous methods. Finally,because a ResearchNote refers to earlier articles published by MIS
Quarterly,we may inviteauthorsof one of the referencedpapersto providea "Reply"to the Research
Note.
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Research Essays
Occasionally manuscripts are received that solely address methodological issues, but apply a depth of
exposition and analysis that goes beyond what is normally associated with a Research Note. Such manuscripts are suitable as Research Essays. Like a Research Note, a Research Essay should give careful attention to relevant prior literature, to appropriate theories, and to rigorous methods. Although a Research
Essay is not expected necessarily to be empirical, it should still illustrate its methodological points with
examples. A good case of this is the research essay, "A Set of Principles for Conducting and Evaluating
Interpretive Field Studies in Information Studies" by Heinz Klein and Michael Myers (published in this
issue), who apply their proposed methodological principles to three previously published articles taken
from the MIS literature.

MISQ Discovery Articles
MISQ Discovery provides an outlet for electronic publications that are not merely electronic analogues
of traditional paper-based articles, but take advantage of electronic forms to present and disseminate
research in new ways.
MISQ Discovery will publish research reports, albeit in new forms, and also encourage one-time initiatives intended to release us from the box of "paper publishing." An author who is restricted to a traditional paper-based format might take numerous pages to explain a project in 3-Dimensional modeling;
however, if released from a paper-based format and enabled by a web-based one, the author could
show the readers a 3-D representation and let them experience it for themselves. They might then examine the underlying program or data structure, comments from users, and even download the model for
their own use. With an electronic format, it will be possible to show both the model or concept and
the way it is constructed or applied. Through the use of multimedia, video, interactivity, hypertext, live
data, and so on, MISQ Discovery expects authors to challenge our existing assumptions about research
and learning.
Authors interested in preparing a submission for MISQ Discovery should contact MISQ Discovery's own
editor-in-chief, Robert Zmud, at rzmud@ou.edu. Other members of the MISQ Discovery EditorialBoard
consist of three MISQ associate editors and the MISQ editor-in-chief. Additional information is available
at http://www.misq.org/discovery/home.html.

MISQ Review Articles
MISQ Review, a new annual publication of MIS Quarterly,will focus on original, high-quality review articles by accomplished scholars. The mission of MISQ Review is to promote MIS research by publishing
articles that conceptualize research areas and survey and synthesize prior research. Both commissioned
and submitted articles will be published. Leading scholars may be invited to write articles in their area of
specialty; any scholar may submit an article for publication consideration.
Published articles will be broad in scope relative to a topic area and embrace multiple studies. They will
be selected for their contribution to the development of MIS as an academic discipline by synthesizing
prior research and providing a conceptual foundation for future research. The survey of research on a
topic should include the major relevant work by scholars who are part of the international community of
researchers. Articles fitting these criteria are expected to be in the range of 30 to 50 pages, including bibliography, when published.
All articles will be reviewed by two or three MISQ editors. Scholars who wish to submit articles may
obtain advice by sending an abstract and outline of the proposed manuscript to MISQ Review's senior
editor, Richard T. Watson, at rwatson@uga.edu.

Allen Lee
Editor-In-Chief
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